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What size bike do I need?
Good question! What determines the size bike you need?
- Inseam/standover clearance?
- Arm & Torso length?
- Your flexibility?
- Intended use?
- All of the above?
Pretty easy to figure out that the answer must be choice 5, all of the above. That's why,
if you're looking at a bike on-line or on Craigslist, visiting a shop to find out "What size bike do I ride?" won't get you even a quick
& dirty answer. Especially since different brands size differently from one-another. You're not simply a 56 or 58cm bike (more on
that later).
So when a shop seems reluctant to answer "What size bike do I ride?" they're not trying to be rude, but really they just don't know
without going through their fit process, setting you up and observing you on the bike and possibly making various changes to it so
it's comfortable and efficient. It's time-consuming, requires a good deal of expertise and training to get right, and a huge assortment
of handlebars, stems, seats & frame sizes. People coming in expecting that to be a free service offered by dealers to help people buy
bikes elsewhere continue to surprise those working in bicycle shops.
But is sizing a bike really that complicated, or are shops making that up? Read on for answers and real-world examples-

Mike J (left) & Mike F (right), almost identical in height. Mike J rides a 60cm H1 6.9, Mike F a 56cm H2Â 5.5. Very different seat
heights, drop from seat to bar and forward reach. They could only painfully swap bikes in an emergency. Bike "size" is a whole
series of numbers that add up to something that fits you. People aren't generic, as you'll read below. The only thing you can quickly
tell from this photo is that Mike F is better-looking.
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Even something as simple as jeans aren't described by a single size designation. SM/MD/LG/XL for jeans or for bikes,
50/52/54/56/58/60/62/64cm, isn't enough.
Think of buying jeans. You're 6 feet tall. What does that tell you? It just tells you that you're 6 feet tall and not going to fit something
appropriate for someone 6" shorter. But that's all it tells you. Just like a bike. Height gets you in a general range but it doesn't get you
jeans, or a bike, that fits.
Jeans might come with a 32 to a 35" inseam, based on leg length. So you're looking at some 34" inseam jeans, on sale no less, the
perfect length. You're there, right? Not if you weigh 180 and have a 34" waist but those jeans have a 32" waist! But you already have
Sears jeans that are 34" inseam and a 32" waist so you just bought some Levi's on line in the same size... and they don't fit right! Just
like bikes, different companies size differently. Hate that.
At first glance you might look like an XYZ bike with a 58cm frame, based on leg length alone, but you've got short arms, and as
bikes get taller they also get longer, so you're too stretched out on that bike you thought would fit. What now? Probably need to
bump down a size and get a model that comes with a higher front end (higher handlebars). So all of a sudden leg length isn't
determining your size either! At least, with bikes sold at your local bike shop, there are various models that are designed for riders of
different proportions and flexibility, but we can't look at someone walking into the store and say "Aha, you're perfect for a 58cm,
and that's what we've got on sale!"
How important is getting the right size bike, and then further having that bike adjusted, using different stems, handlebars & seat
masts? It's the difference between jeans that fit right and jeans that you'd want to avoid wearing at all costs but everything's at the
laundry so you have no choice.
A bike is going to be with you a very long time, especially a high-quality bike. If you want something that you can't bear to walk
past in the garage without wanting to get out and ride it, getting it properly sized and fit is essential, and it's going to take some
quality time with the bike itself. You can't look at something on the 'net or Craigslist and say yes, that's going to work perfectly for
me, unless it's the same brand and model you had before, and you've got all the setup measurements. Nor can you expect to walk
into a shop and ask them "What size bike do I ride?" and get an answer that's much better than a guess unless you're willing to pay
them for their time and expertise to go through the process they use when they actually sell a bike.
It would be so simple if only the following weren't true- People of the same height will have different arm, torso & leg proportions
- Men & women have different hip socket placement
- Huge differences in flexibility; extreme yoga positions aren't for everyone
- Cyclists have differing goals and motivations for riding (miles, terrain, intensity)
- Different bike companies have differing ways of measuring "size"
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This is why we have some models that come in 10 "height" sizes, and then further variations within those sizes that account for the
range of handlebar height and reach from seat to handlebars. And it's why "standover height" (room between your crotch and the
bike's top tube) is virtually meaningless.
And, of course, this is why it's so important to find a really good shop that cares not just for how their staff members ride, but how
you will ride, your ambitions and dreams, your desire to get out there and enjoy the world at bike speed even if, perhaps especially
so, you don't think you look good in lycra.
Can you "adapt" to a bike that doesn't quite fit well? Sure. I see people out on Canada Road (our local super-popular bike route) all
the time on bikes that don't come close to fitting them right, and they're out there riding. But for how long? How much are they
missing when they have to force themselves into the bike's shape, rather than have something that fits like one of James Bonds'
tailored suits, something so comfortable you might find it easier doing a 7 hour bike ride than a cross-country plane trip? People are
wasting a lot of money trying to save a few dollars, and really missing out on what riding can be like.
You are not "a" 56 or 58cm road bike.
But you might be an 88cm seat height with a top tube plus stem measurement of 63cm, with a drop from seat to handlebar of 3cm,
42cm handlebar width, and a 7cm setback from the nose of the seat to the bottom bracket spindle. And that might be a 54cm bike in
one line, a 56cm in another, and impossible to achieve in a third brand.
Me? I'm a 60cm H1 Madone, 76.3cm seat height (measured top of seat to center of bottom bracket), 8.5cm setback (distance tip of
saddle is behind the bottom bracket, measured with a plumb line), 5.5cm drop from top of seat to top of handlebar, 57cm reach from
tip of saddle to center of handlebar, with 44cm bars.
Mike F? 56cm H2 Madone, 79.2cm seat height, 9cm set back, 12cm drop, 59cm reach and 42cm handlebars. Like it says underneath
the photo at the top of this entry, there's no way we could swap bikes, even though we're within millimeters of the same height.
--Mike Jacoubowsky, Partner
Chain Reaction Bicycles
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